We consider assemble-to-order inventory systems with identical component lead times. We use a stochastic program (SP) to develop an inventory strategy that allows preferential component allocation for minimizing total inventory cost. We prove that the solution of a relaxation of this SP provides a lower bound on total inventory cost for all feasible policies. We demonstrate and test our approach on the W system, which involves three components used to produce two products. (There are two unique parts and a common part. Each product uses the common part and its own unique part.) For the W system, we develop efficient solution procedures for the SP as well as the relaxed SP. We define a simple priority allocation policy that mimics the second-stage SP recourse solution and set base-stock levels according to the first-stage SP solution. We show that our policy achieves the lower bound and is, thus, optimal in two situations: when a certain symmetry condition in the cost parameters holds and when the SP solution satisfies a "balanced capacity" condition. For other cases, numerical results demonstrate that our policy works well and outperforms alternative approaches in many circumstances.
Introduction
In this paper we consider a two-stage multiproduct, multiperiod assemble-to-order (ATO) inventory system that serves stochastic demand. Component lead times are deterministic and identical. Assembly lead times are assumed to be negligible so that assembly operations can be postponed until after observing realized demands. Any unfulfilled demand is backlogged and each backlogged product incurs a product-dependent constant backlog cost per unit of time. Inventories are kept only at the component level, and each item in stock adds a component-specific inventory holding cost per unit of time. Our objective is to find replenishment and allocation policies that minimize the long-run average expected inventory cost.
The system under consideration has many industrial applications and has been the subject of much academic study. Song and Zipkin (2003) provide a survey of work in this area. Previous research suggests that optimizing a multiproduct ATO system is difficult. The difficulty is due to the coupling between replenishment and allocation decisions, neither of which can be made optimally without considering the choice of the other. Further, these decisions, in the optimal policy, may depend on the state of the pipeline (ordered, but not yet delivered, components). One way to tackle this is to fix attention on a particular allocation scheme, restrict attention to base-stock replenishment policies, and seek the optimal base-stock levels for all components.
In the literature, first-in-first-out (FIFO) is the main assumption when component allocation is considered. To our knowledge, all studies that analyze continuous review ATO systems follow FIFO allocation, e.g., Song (1998) , Song et al. (1999) , Song (2002) , Song and Yao (2002) , Lu et al. (2003) , , Zhao and SimchiLevi (2006) , Song and Zhao (2008) , and Lu et al. (2008) . Further, except for the last two papers, all make the component commitment assumption. (With component commitment, the allocation of each component is done on a FIFO basis, and components are held by a product demand until all required components are acquired.) Assuming FIFO with component commitment, and further assuming a Poisson demand process, derived the exact optimal base-stock levels, an impressive achievement for multiproduct systems. In periodic-review models, various allocation mechanisms have been considered within a period: a fixed priority rule by Zhang (1997) , the FIFO rule by Hausman et al. (1998) , a fair-share rule by Agrawal and Cohen (2001) , and a product-based allocation rule by Akcay and Xu (2004) . However, all these papers assume that backlogs from one period to the next are cleared according to FIFO. In other words, when the length of a period approaches zero (i.e., the model converges to a continuous review model), all these different allocation policies mentioned boil down to FIFO allocation. Although FIFO has the desirable feature of being an allocation method that one can implement in practice, the policy is typically not optimal (especially with component commitment). As observed by Deshpande et al. (2003) , for the simpler distribution system, even a mixed use of FIFO and priority leads to inferior backlog clearing decisions when there are both high and low priority backlogs. While for tractability such a policy is assumed in their analysis, they suggest that for implementation a pure priority scheme should be used to clear backlog in conjunction with their replenishment and reservation policies.
In this paper, we depart from the restriction of FIFO and consider allocation schemes that allow preferential treatment of some products to minimize the total inventory cost. We also want to integrate the new allocation approach into replenishment optimization. The exactly optimal form of such an allocation policy is difficult to derive and its performance hard to evaluate. Therefore, we relax a constraint on allocation by assuming an optimal allocation outcome that requires "hindsight" to achieve, in the sense that we are allowed to undo previous allocation decisions. The assumption naturally reduces the problem of optimizing the inventory policy for a multiperiod ATO system to a two-stage stochastic program (SP) with complete recourse that is a variant of the SP previously used for the one-period model, presented in Song and Zipkin (2003) . It is also similar to the SP considered in Harrison and Van Mieghem (1999) , and is an example of a "newsvendor network" introduced by Van Mieghem and Rudi (2003) . As we show in the paper, this SP is not truly a relaxation of the original inventory problem but can be made to be so by imposing appropriate initial backlog levels. We prove that the solution of the latter version of the SP provides a lower bound on the achievable (expected long-run average) cost for the multiperiod inventory system.
Our lower bound is a powerful benchmark: it applies to any feasible policy, including state-dependent policies like non base-stock policies, while at the same time, it is attainable in special cases presented in the paper. The second-stage SP recourse solution, which represents an idealized allocation outcome, provides important guidance for the development of an allocation policy. Our lower bound result suggests that for systems with identical lead times, a combined use of an allocation policy that conforms with the recourse solution and a replenishment policy that uses the first-stage SP solution to set base-stock levels should drive the total inventory cost close to its minimum. We test this inventory strategy on the so-called "W" model.
The W system is a basic form of multiproduct ATO systems with commonality that has been discussed in Baker et al. (1986) , Gerchak and Henig (1986) , Gerchak et al. (1988) , de Kok and Visschers (1999) , Bernstein et al. , and Song and Zhao (2008) . (To the best of our knowledge, Baker et al. 1986 is the first paper to introduce an SP for the one-period W model.) As Figure 1 shows, the W system has two products, each assembled from a common and a unique component. We use the solution of the SP to obtain both replenishment and allocation policies. By exploiting the problem structure, we obtain efficient numerical procedures to solve the SP for both continuous and discrete demand distributions. For replenishment we use a base-stock policy and adopt the first-stage SP solution as the base-stock level. For allocation we implement a simple priority policy that always clears the backlog of the product with a higher unit inventory cost ahead of the one with the lower unit cost. The policy mimics the secondstage recourse SP solution in which the former product always takes precedence in using the common part (part 0) whenever the capacity constraint associated with that part becomes a bottleneck. (We also consider a policy that includes reservation and provide a heuristic to determine a good reservation level.) We show that, when a certain symmetry condition in the cost parameters is satisfied or a so-called capacity balance holds for the SP solution (a condition defined in Harrison and Van Mieghem 1999 and Van Mieghem 2003: the basestock level of the common component equals the sum of the base-stock levels of the unique parts, so effectively no sharing takes place), the cost of our policy matches that of the lower-bound SP. As mentioned earlier, the bound applies to any feasible policy, so our policy achieves the true optimum as opposed to being optimal just over a particular set of policies. In the case of balanced capacity, which our numerical results indicate is not rare, there is no value to component commonality and the W system should be run as two separate "V" systems. (A V system is a singleproduct ATO system with one product assembled from two unique parts.) Note that, although the V system is solvable by standard techniques (e.g., the newsvendor model), without the lower bound to compare against, there is no way to know when using separate V systems is optimal.
For general cases of W systems, we have carried out extensive simulations to evaluate the performance of our SP-based policy, using the percentage deviation from the SP lower bound as the performance measure. We compare our policy with the policy of , which uses FIFO with commitment as an allocation policy along with the associated optimal base-stock levels. To separate contributions from allocation and replenishment decisions of an inventory strategy, we not only compared the original form of the two approaches but also some variants. Varying Lu and Song's approach in simulation, we combine the base-stock levels from their analysis with allocation policies in addition to the one they proposed, including FIFO allocation without commitment and allocation policies that we use for our scheme. Varying our approach, we consider no reservation, the reservation level that is set by our heuristic, and a reservation level set through simulationbased local search.
In all of our numerical results we use independent Poisson processes for the product demand. (This makes possible a direct comparison with For cases where our policy achieves the exact optimum, none of the variants involving the base-stock levels of are optimal, suggesting that finding the optimal policy in these cases is not immediate. For other cases, our policy performs well within a large range of parameter values, as is demonstrated by a representative test bed in the paper. We also identify an extreme parameter region in which the performance of our approach may degrade and discuss how the inefficiency can be compensated by using reservation and more conservative base-stock levels. Finally, we observe that as the demand arrival rates all increase (with all other parameters held fixed), the percentage difference between the inventory cost under our policy and the lower bound provided by the SP converges to zero. The numerical outcome, corroborated by the analysis in Reiman (2008) for a simple distribution system (the W model without any unique components), leads us to believe that our policy is asymptotically optimal; however, proving this conjecture will require significant effort.
As mentioned above, Song and Zhao (2008) and Lu et al. (2008) are the only other papers that consider a policy different than FIFO with commitment in the continuous review multicomponent, multiproduct setting. Thus it is appropriate to provide a comparison between these two papers and the current one. Song and Zhao (2008) discuss no hold-back allocation rules (the same as our myopic policies, to be discussed below in §3.3.1) with an emphasis on FIFO without commitment, which they call modified FIFO (MFIFO). Their focus is on fill rates, while our focus in this paper is on minimizing inventory plus backlog cost, so their results are not directly comparable to ours. Lu et al. (2008) consider both fill rates and inventory/backlog costs. They show (in their Theorem 1) that for the W model operating under a base-stock policy, under the symmetric cost condition, any no hold-back rule is an optimal allocation rule for the inventory/backlog cost minimization problem. This result is related to our Theorem 3.4, but neither subsumes the other. Our results hold for a W model with identical lead times, while theirs hold for nonidentical lead times as well. On the other hand, they do not provide a way to evaluate the total inventory/backlog cost of these policies, while we show that this cost is provided by the solution of the second stage of our stochastic program. The latter quantification provides a stepping stone that allows us to prove (in Theorem 3.5) that when the base-stock levels are set by the first-stage solution of our stochastic program, the resulting replenishment and allocation policy is actually optimal among all feasible policies for this problem (Lu et al. 2008 do not consider replenishment optimization). Moreover, for asymmetric cost cases, we prove that our priority allocation policy dominates all other myopic policies.
All of the results in this paper are for ATO systems in which all component lead times are identical. This strong assumption applies to several situations in practice. For instance, if all parts can be manufactured quickly in an outsourced facility in a foreign country, then a common transportation delay can dominate all lead times. For some electronic products, inventory control is mainly over several expensive circuit boards. These boards normally go through similar production and testing processes and hence are subject to a similar manufacturing delay. Extending our SP approach to ATO systems with nonidentical lead times represents an important topic for future research. Based on the results of Rosling (1989) for single product ATO systems with nonidentical lead times, it is likely that achieving good performance will require the consideration of replenishment policies that are more complicated than base-stock policies. Also, although we introduce a SP for a general ATO structure, in this paper we focus on applying it to the W model. While it seems clear that the SP solution provides base-stock levels for more general ATO systems, the task of translating the SP solution into an allocation policy for more general ATO systems appears to be more difficult. This is also an important topic for future research. A further discussion on both of these important extensions-to nonidentical lead times and more general ATO systems is presented in §5.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2, we introduce the continuous review version of the general ATO inventory system, formulate our SP, and prove that a relaxation of this SP provides a lower bound. (The associated periodic review system is discussed in the online appendix. An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of the online version that can be found at http://or.journal.informs.org/.) In §3, we focus on the W system, relating the two stochastic programs. We show how our SP can be efficiently solved. We also introduce our allocation policy. Numerical results are contained in §4, and we conclude the paper in §5. All proofs are given in the online appendix.
Model and Approach

The Model
We consider the following assemble-to-order system. There are m products and n components. Define a ij as the amount of component j (1 j n) needed to assemble one unit of product i (1 i m). All components have a common, deterministic replenishment lead time L. We consider a continuous-review model. Our results carry over to the periodic-review (discrete time) formulation; these are presented in Appendix II.
Define
We assume that t t 0 is a compound Poisson process and E i 1 < (1 i m). We allow dependence between demands for different products: it is possible to have We develop an inventory management scheme, which is composed of a replenishment policy and an allocation policy p. Define j t = total replenishment orders for component j (1 j n) placed with the supplier in the interval
Then the backlog levels at time t L satisfy
and the inventory levels at time t L satisfy
Equations (1) and (2) describe the inventory and backlog levels at time t in terms of these quantities a lead time earlier at time t − L. It is also useful to describe the evolution of these processes from one moment to the next. Let
where we define 0 − = 0 0 − = 0, and −L − = 0. Then, for t 0
To complete the description, we need to provide initial conditions. These are
The goal is to choose and p to minimize the long-run average expected total cost C p , defined as
Both B i t and I j t depend on the inventory policy, though to reduce clutter, we usually do not attach superscripts p to the two variables as we did to cost C.
For a policy to be feasible, it is necessary that the policy does not serve demands that do not exist, consume components that are not available, or use advanced information that an inventory manager is not supposed to have. More specifically, a feasible policy must satisfy the following.
1. For t 0, B i t 0 1 i m. From (1), this implies that
i.e., the amount of product i demand served in excess of existing backlog cannot exceed the amount of new demand. 2. For t 0, I j t 0 1 j n. From (2), this implies that
i.e., the amount of component j consumed in excess of existing inventory cannot exceed the total number of components received in replenishment. 3. For all t 0, t and t are chosen using only the available information: I 0
The equations simplify under specific policy assumptions. Under a base-stock policy where the base-stock levels are y j , we have
i.e., the inventory position at time t − L (= right-hand side of (11)) equals y j . Combining equation (11) with (2), we have
Hence the requirement that I j t 0 implies that
The Stochastic Program and Its Application
We develop an inventory management strategy based on the SP that is essentially the one described by Song and Zipkin (2003) in the context of a one-period ATO model. The major change is that in place of their one-period demand, we consider lead-time demand. The SP is a two-stage stochastic linear program (LP) with complete recourse.
In the first stage, order quantities (= base-stock levels) y j 1 j m, are chosen. The lead-time demand D i 1 i n, is then observed. In the second stage, allocation quantities z i 1 i n, are chosen. Note that variables z i are allocation quantities over the common lead time L. The second-stage objective function is linear, as are the secondstage constraints. Complete recourse means that, for any y and D, there is a feasible solution to the second-stage LP. Specifically, the first stage of the SP is to choose y 0 to minimize
where is the optimal objective function of the secondstage recourse problem
and c i = b i + n j=1 a ij h j is the unit inventory cost of product i (1 i m). The optimal value of the SP is
Let y * = arg min y 0 C s y , so that C * s = C s y * . The above SP involves a relaxation of the natural constraints placed on allocation in the multiperiod inventory problem. The second-stage recourse problem (15) is equivalent to allowing an inventory manager in a multiperiod system to freely retract decisions made over the previous lead time and reallocate parts according to the complete observation of realized demand. Because of this relaxation, our SP based approach may not lead to the exact optimum. Although this SP involves relaxing the constraint on allocation in the multiperiod inventory problem, it is not a true relaxation of the multiperiod inventory problem because it imposes a constraint (zero initial backlog) that may not be present in the inventory problem.
In the case of identical component lead times, Theorem 2.1 below shows that for policies that keep no backlog older than one lead time (e.g., FIFO in MFIFO in Lu et al. 2008) , the solution of the oneperiod problem (16) is a lower bound on the cost C p of the multiperiod system. On the other hand, for policies that are not subject to this requirement, there is no time limit for backlog to remain in the system and affect the inventory cost. To set a lower bound, the one-period model needs to start from a "favorable" backlog level, and requires the following relaxation of (16) that is again a two-stage stochastic LP with complete recourse.
Let i 0 1 i m represent (possibly) nonzero initial product backlog and define
as the optimal objective function of the second-stage recourse LP. The first stage of the relaxed SP is to choose y 0 0 to minimize 
This result also holds for the periodic-review model, as described in the proof. If we define C p using lim inf rather than lim sup, (19) would still hold. An analog of Theorem 2.1 holds for more general, stationary demand if the set of replenishment policies considered is restricted to base-stock policies, but we do not pursue this generalization in this paper.
The original SP (14)- (15) is simpler than the relaxed SP (17)-(18). In addition, the interpretation of the solution of the original SP and its use in the ATO inventory control problem is immediate: just as the solution to the simple newsvendor problem provides the base-stock level for the single-item-single-demand inventory model, the solution y * to the original SP provides base-stock levels for the n components in the ATO system. As we will see later in the paper, the solutions of the original SP (14)- (15) and the relaxed SP (17)- (18) coincide in many situations. However, as the following example shows, there are cases where the two differ, and the average cost of an ATO system is less than C * s , requiring C * s to serve as the lower bound. Consider an ATO system with two products, each of which uses one unit of a common part. The system essentially has a distribution structure. The part has a unit replenishment lead time and a holding cost h. The backlog costs of the two products satisfy b 1 b 2 , so product 1 should have priority. Let x + ≡ max x 0 for x ∈ . Specializing the two SPs to this instance (see Appendix I for details),
where (23) is a result of letting 1 = 0 and 2 → in (17), corresponding to a situation where the system starts with a huge backlog of product 2. To clear the backlog, the part is ordered in a large quantity, sufficient to serve any realization of high-cost product 1 demand. Hence in no circumstance should there be product 1 backlog, making (17) equivalent to a standard newsvendor model of product 2 (with total demand D 1 + D 2 ). Solving (22) and (23) The two values differ because the initial backlog level is restricted to 0 for the original SP but optimized for the relaxed SP. We simulated the system that operates under a base-stock replenishment policy (base-stock level = 3) and the priority allocation policy. The average cost is 2 054 ± 0 002, which is between C * s and C * s . The result indicates that the original SP solution C * s does not serve as a lower bound for this extreme scenario.
The W System: Solution and Analysis
The W system is one of the most basic forms of the ATO model. There are two products (i = 1 2) and three components (j = 0 1 2). (For a better presentation, we let component index j start from 0 instead of 1 as in the general formulation.) Component 0 is the common part used by both products while components 1 and 2 are the unique parts used in products 1 and 2, respectively. Let
i.e., each product uses one unit of the common part and one unit of its unique part. Therefore, the unit inventory cost is
Without loss of generality, we assume c 1 c 2 . It is straightforward to extend our analysis to cases of using multiple units as long as a 10 = a 20 . We use the W system as an example to both demonstrate and test our approach of solving ATO inventory problems using SP. We first set a benchmark in §3.1 by simplifying our lower bound result for the W system. We then introduce our inventory policy, presenting the replenishment solution in §3.2 and the allocation policy in §3.3. Our replenishment scheme is a base-stock policy. As mentioned in §2.2, the solution y * of the original SP provides base-stock levels in a natural manner. Using the SP solution to design an allocation policy is more involved. As we mentioned earlier, the formulation of the second-stage recourse LP implies that an inventory manager can freely retract an allocation decision made during the previous lead time, which is not possible in real inventory systems. Therefore, the optimal recourse solution generally cannot be replicated by a feasible allocation policy. Nevertheless, values of z * do provide important information about which product (or combination of products) should be served first under different component availability conditions. In the W system, the solution indicates that product 1 should always have precedence in using the common part, which leads to the static priority policy considered in this paper. In §3.4 we compare the inventory cost of our policy with its lower bound under special circumstances. We prove that the two values coincide, hence our policy achieves the exact optimum in those cases. A numerical evaluation for the general case is delayed to §4.
The Lower Bound
For the multiperiod W model, the lower-bound SP (17)- (18) specializes to
where
The simple structure of the W model enables an explicit solution for z y . In particular, because c 1 c 2 , product 1 should always be served as much as possible, which leads to the following explicit optimal allocation solution:
where, for x w ∈ x ∧ w ≡ min x w . Substitution of these two solutions gives a simpler and more explicit form of (25).
Lemma 3.1. Let C * s be the solution to the relaxed stochastic LP (25) . Then
In terms of the underlying one-period model, y j j = 0 1 2 in (29) is the inventory position of component j, which differs from its interpretation in (25), where it is the total quantity ordered. For product 1, D 1 ∧ y 1 is the amount of new demand served after clearing all of its backlog at the beginning of the period. If y 0 D 1 ∧ y 1 , then after satisfying the needs of product 1, there are still some common parts left for product 2 to clear all its initial backlog and to fill its new demand by an amount of D 2 ∧ y 2 ∧ y 0 − D 1 ∧ y 1 . If y 0 < D 1 ∧ y 1 , then product 1 will consume so many common parts that not only no new demand of product 2 will be served, but also an amount of D 1 ∧y 1 −y 0 of the latter's initial backlog remains uncleared, resulting in a positive increment
Following the above insight, (28) can branch out to two cases. On one branch, we impose the restriction y 1 y 0 to ensure that y 0 D 1 ∧ y 1 , in which case all backlogs of both products will be cleared. In this case the right-hand side of (28) becomes
Consider the SP (14) specialized to the W model. As in the solution (26) and (27) to the second-stage recourse LP of (25), in this case we have
By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we can restrict to y 1 y 0 without loss of optimality, so that
Thus the branch y 1 y 0 corresponds to the standard oneperiod ATO model. On the other branch, we require y 1 y 0 , allowing a maximum amount of y 1 − y 0 of product 2 backlog to remain uncleared. In this case, (28) becomes
The solution of (28), which is a lower bound on the average cost of the W model, takes the smaller outcome from the two branches. Either is possible. For instance, suppose the first branch (30) gives y * 0 as the optimal solution for the common component. Is it beneficial to move to the second branch by setting y 1 above y * 0 ? Consider the marginal case with discrete demand. Setting y 1 one unit above y * 0 increases the holding cost by h 1 , but if D 1 exceeds y * 0 , there is a benefit for serving one more unit of product 1 (c 1 ) at the cost of clearing one less backlog of product 2 (c 2 ). Consequently, if c 1 − c 2 Pr D 1 > y * 0 > h 1 , then the solution of (28) should be that of (31).
The possibility that the lower bound can rest on the second branch reveals an interesting managerial insight. A persistent existence of backlogs in an inventory system is not necessarily a bad situation. When the backlog cost of the low-value product is small, carrying some of its backlog in the system can be a cheaper alternative to holding excessive inventory of an expensive common part to fulfill the demand of high-value product.
On the other hand, we argue that with long enough lead times the solution to (28) will always be on the branch y 1 y 0 . Consider the situation where the distribution of the compound Poisson process is held fixed and L grows large. Let i ≡ E i 1 . By the strong law of large num-
In the next subsection we use the SP associated with the branch y 1 y 0 to obtain basestock levels. In our numerical study, we verify that in all cases we consider, the solution to (28) is on this branch.
Solution to the Stochastic Programs
We adopt a base-stock policy for replenishment and solve the standard one-period model (30) to set the basestock levels. This is a continuous optimization problem if y 0 y 1 y 2 are optimized as continuous variables and the distribution of lead-time demands has a density (so, in particular, it has no point mass anywhere including at D i = 0 i = 1 2). Harrison and Van Mieghem (1999) show that the optimal solution is reached at the point where holding costs h j (j = 0 1 2) equal expected duals of the capacity constraint associated with y j in the second-stage recourse problem. They also formulate the second-stage solution z as a function of y, and hence reduce the twostage SP to a one-stage optimization problem. As Song and Zipkin (2003) point out, this is a convex minimization problem.
For lead-time demands that follow Poisson or compound Poisson distributions and are independent between the two products, we discuss solving (30) as a discrete optimization problem to obtain the exact solution. Our discussion extends to the relaxed model (28) that is used to set the lower bound.
From (30), it is easy to see that at the optimum, y 0 y 1 + y 2 . Define y as a regular solution if y is a local minimum and satisfies y 1 > 0, y 2 > 0, and y 0 < y 1 + y 2 , and as a boundary solution if
The optimal solution is the regular or boundary solution that gives the lowest value of C s y . The same applies to the optimization of C s y . In both cases, finding boundary solutions is equivalent to solving standard newsvendor models (see Appendix I for details). Thus we present here only the procedure for finding the regular solution.
Let
As we show in the theorem below, the latter condition is necessary for the regular solution to exist. Assuming this is the case, define 
In addition, C s y is defined only for y 1 y 0 , in which case C s y = C s y . The same approach applies to solving (28) and (30) as continuous problems, and the implementation is simpler. As we show in Appendix III, because the continuous formulation yields smooth objective functions, both C s y and C s y can be reduced to convex functions of y 0 . Consequently, we can find y * 
Priority-Based Allocation Policy
Given the base-stock levels y, the inventory and backlog levels are determined by the allocation of the common part. Denote an allocation policy by p and as before, let D i t (i = 1 2) be demand of product i that arrived during the lead time ending at time t, and let Z p i t be the amount of product i served during that period under policy p. Let B p i t (i = 1 2), and I p j t (j = 0 1 2) be the corresponding backlog and inventory levels at time t. Then, the balance equations (1) and (12) yield
for t L. We consider policies that prioritize common part allocation: the more valuable product 1 is served whenever all its required parts are available, and the less valuable product 2 is served when all required parts are available and the service does not interfere with the need of product 1. Before describing two versions of priority policies we first introduce the notion of a myopic policy.
Myopic Policies.
A policy is said to be myopic if neither product 1 nor product 2 have a backlog when the product's required parts have positive inventories, i.e.,
We denote the collection of such policies by m . In addition to our priority-based backlog clearing policy introduced below, m also includes other policies, such as FIFO without commitment, which is referred to as modified FIFO by Song and Zhao (2008) . However, FIFO with commitment (considered by Song 2005, Lu et al. 2003, etc.) is not myopic. Given base-stock levels y, denote the second-stage solution of (30) by z * i y , so D i − z * i y is the amount of unserved demand of product i i = 1 2 . In the multiperiod inventory system, let D i t t L be the amount of product i demand arriving within the lead time that ends at time t, and let B p i t be the backlog of product i i = 1 2 at that time under allocation policy p.
If y 0 y 1 + y 2 , then
Equation (40) indicates that the base-stock level of the common part should never exceed the sum of base-stock levels of unique parts. Any excess increases holding cost but has no effect on backlogs. This property is well known for the one-period W system (Harrison and Van Mieghem 1999, Bernstein et al. 2007a ), but may not be true under an allocation policy that is not myopic in multiperiod models. As the numerical examples in §4 demonstrate, under the FIFO allocation policy (with commitment), it can be optimal to have y 0 > y 1 + y 2 to alleviate a common part shortage caused by commitment.
In (41), given the same base-stock levels, the total amount of backlog under any myopic policy at any given time coincides with the total unserved demand in the solution to the SP, and hence is invariant over the set of myopic policies that use base-stock levels y. As a consequence, the total amount of demand served is also invariant. Note that the mix of the two products in the total amount may still differ from one policy to another. The term to the right of the first equality defines the maximum shortage of all components. Therefore, of all feasible allocations, a myopic policy keeps the total backlog level of all products at the minimum.
Priority-Based Backlog Clearing (PBC).
In previous discussions, we have mentioned that we are using priority allocation, and we have given a general idea about how it works. It is a myopic policy that uses priority to clear backlogs. In subsequent discussions, we formally refer to it as Priority-based Backlog Clearing (PBC); the precise definition is given next.
The allocations in PBC are (for t > 0)
Given base-stock levels, PBC is not necessarily optimal in general. Nevertheless, the following result shows that it is optimal when c 1 = c 2 , and for c 1 > c 2 it performs at least as well as any myopic policy that uses the same base-stock levels. With p denoting an allocation policy, let C p y denote the long-run average expected cost using a base-stock replenishment policy with base-stock levels y and allocation policy p.
Theorem 3.4. Let C s y be defined as in (29) when the base-stock levels are y 0. Recall the unit inventory cost
The result holds for both continuous and periodic-review systems.
This result can be interpreted as follows. With c 1 = c 2 , each product carries the same inventory cost, so the mix of products in the total amount served does not matter. Since the total amount of demand served is the same for any myopic policy and the SP, their costs should also be the same. In a more recent study, Lu et al. (2008) show that in a W system with general lead times and symmetric unit costs, any myopic policy (which they call "no hold-back" policy) dominates any other allocation scheme under the same base-stock levels. Equation (44) implies their result for the case of identical lead times because C s y is a lower bound on the inventory cost for given y. Moreover, the equation also indicates that by solving the second stage of the SP, one can exactly determine the inventory cost (C p y ) under such policies. When the unit inventory costs of the two products are not equal, the mix does matter. A myopic policy may not be able to achieve the lower bound of expected long-run average inventory cost given by the solution of the SP because the latter assumes a perfect mix that only exists in hindsight. Still, in such cases, our PBC policy manages to achieve the lowest long-run average inventory cost of all myopic policies because by giving priority to product 1 in backlog clearing, the policy results in the best possible product mix. Following this line of thought, we next explore the possibility of achieving an even more favorable product mix at the expense of reducing the total amount of demand served by any given time, i.e., policies that reserve the common part for product 1.
Priority with Reservation (PR).
Our Priority with Reservation (PR) policy differs from the PBC policy by including reservation of the common part in favor of product 1. As with PBC, the common part goes to product 1 when both products have backlog. At other times, the common part will still be withheld from product 2 when its on-hand inventory drops to or below the reservation level K. The policy is determined by the reservation level K and we present a heuristic to set this value for the case when demands form independent Poisson processes (with rates 1 and 2 ).
Our heuristic is based on modeling the product 1 backlog as the backlog in an M/M/1 make-to-stock queue with base-stock level K. The demand arrival rate is 1 and the production rate is 1 + 2 . Roughly speaking, this corresponds to assuming that the unique part is always available (false), that the product 1 demand arrives in a Poisson process with rate 1 (true), and that replenishments arrive in a Poisson process of rate 1 + 2 (true) which is independent of the demand arrival stream (false).
Let Q denote the queue length in the above M/M/1 queue. With a base-stock (= reservation) level of K, the product 1 backlog is Q − K + . Using the standard analysis of the M/M/1 system, the expected backlog cost for product 1 demand is
where = 1 / 1 + 2 . Clearly g 1 K decreases with K, so it quantifies the benefit of having reservation. On the other hand, reservation means additional inventory cost that would not be incurred if the common component is used to serve available product 2 demand and thus leaves the system. The cost is proportional to the reservation level, and we denote it by g 2 K = hK.
We set the reservation level by minimizing the sum of the two costs,
This K * is our proposed reservation level, where we substitute h = h 0 + h 2 + b 2 and b = b 1 . In the special case where c 1 = c 2 ,
(This is an important case, as indicated in Theorems 3.4 and 3.5.)
Of course, the benefit of reservation is realized only when there is backlog of product 1, while the cost is incurred when there is product 2 backlog that can otherwise be served. The M/M/1 queue analysis is also oblivious to the constraint imposed by the availability of unique parts. Therefore, as we pointed out previously, the approach we described above is not exact. Nevertheless, in many cases, reserving common components does improve the total inventory cost, and, as we demonstrate in §4, our heuristic often chooses a good reservation level. (We also provide some guidance there on when the heuristic should not be used.)
We extend our conjecture on asymptotic optimality in §1 to any fixed reservation level. Our numerical results support this conjecture. Although in some sense this extended conjecture (if true) says that the use of reservation, as well as the choice of reservation level, is of secondary importance to the choice of base-stock levels and the use of priority, the numerical results also indicate that using the reservation level provided by our heuristic can reduce the total cost in "nonasymptotic" cases.
Sufficient Conditions for Optimality
We have proposed an inventory management strategy that uses an SP to set base-stock levels and implements prioritybased component allocation. The following result shows that, under certain conditions, our policy (without reservation) is actually optimal. To the best of our knowledge this is the first result presenting an optimal policy (and proving optimality) for any nontrivial special case of any multiproduct ATO model. 
The condition c 1 = c 2 refers to a symmetry relationship in unit inventory costs. Even though the backlog costs for the products and holding costs for the unique parts may be different (h 1 = h 2 , b 1 = b 2 ), as long as h 1 + b 1 = h 2 + b 2 , the condition holds. In this case, as we have learned from Theorem 3.4, given the same basestock levels, any myopic policy is optimal for allocation. Theorem 3.5 tells us that, by complementing myopic allocation with base-stock levels set by our SP, we can drive the inventory cost to its lower bound and hence achieve true optimality over any feasible policy, including those using different base-stock levels and those subscribing to non base-stock replenishment policies.
The condition y * 0 = y * 1 + y * 2 is commonly referred to as balanced capacity in the study of the one-period W model (Harrison and Van Mieghem 1999 , Van Mieghem 2003 , Bernstein et al. 2007a . It is an important concept in commonality analysis: when the condition applies, there is no risk pooling at the optimum, implying that component commonality has no benefit. For the one-period model, Bernstein et al. (2007a) define a region of cost parameters within which the condition holds, indicating that the occurrence is not rare. (Our numerical results also indicate this.) Our theorem significantly amplifies the implication of these previous discussions: if commonality does not help in a one-period W model, then it will not generate any benefit in a multiperiod W system with identical component lead times.
For other parameter values, we resort to numerical studies to evaluate the performance of our policy in the next section.
Numerical Study
We evaluate the performance of our approach (using the solution of the SP to set base-stock levels and PBC for allocation) by its application in the W system. Our numerical comparison with other policies highlights the strength and weakness of our approach under different circumstances. We choose the aforementioned policy of , which uses the exact optimal base-stock levels under FIFO with commitment, as our counterpart. We compare not only the original form of the two approaches but also their variations. As shown in Table 1 , our approach is denoted by SPR (using Stochastic programming for replenishment and PRiority for allocation) with three variations in allocation policy: SPR(0), which reserves no common part for the high-value product; SPR(K * ), which reserves the common part and the reservation level is set by the heuristic described in §3.3.3; and SPR(K s ), which searches and uses a locally optimal reservation level. We denote the FIFO policy (with commitment) of by LS and consider two variations, LSNC and LSP, which use the same base-stock levels as LS but differ in allocation policy. LSNC allocates components according to FIFO without commitment refer to this allocation policy as MFIFO) and LSP allocates the common part according to our PBC policy.
For a given policy p, the gap between the inventory cost (denoted by C p ), which is estimated by the simulation or, in the case of LS, calculated exactly, and the lower bound C * s , defined as p = 100
is used as the performance measure. In all the scenarios presented in this numerical study, C * s coincides with C * s (the cost of the original SP). We have conducted extensive numerical experiments and our findings are illustrated here through a representative test bed. In all cases, we consider continuous review and assume that the two demand streams form independent Poisson processes (as in . Without loss of generality, we normalize the holding cost of the common part to h 0 = 1, set component lead time L = 1, and vary all other parameters to generate many different scenarios. In the test bed, we fix the arrival rates at 1 = 2 = 25 and generate 27 scenarios by exhausting all combinations of h 1 = 0 2 1 5 h 2 = 0 2 1 5 b 1 = 2 1+h 1 5 1+h 1 and b 2 = 1+h 2 2 1+h 2 and excluding cases where c 1 < c 2 . After reporting results from this test bed in §4.1, we conduct a stress test in §4.2 to identify cases when our policy becomes less effective and discuss partial remedies. We also conduct numerical experiments to assess the asymptotic behavior of our approach in §4.3. A summary of our findings is given in §4.4.
Comparing the Percentage Gap for the Test
Bed Cases Table 2 shows a comparison of the gap figures for SPR(0) and FIFO-based approaches (LS, LSNC, LSP) for the 27 cases in the test bed. The results suggest the following points: 1. As predicted by Theorem 3.5, SPR(0) has zero optimality gap in all scenarios where either both products have the same unit inventory cost (scenarios 1-4) or the balanced capacity condition applies (scenarios 3, 4, 8, 12, and 18) . Observe that in each of these scenarios, all other policies have a positive optimality gap that ranges from a minimum of 0.8% to a maximum of 10.8%, suggesting that obtaining the exact optimum in these special cases (as our policy does) is not a simple task.
2. In all scenarios (and also in all other cases we have examined),
LS > LSNC LSP
The first inequality is consistent with the message in Song and Zhao (2008) that for the W system, removing the commitment requirement in FIFO improves the performance. The second inequality is expected from (45) Table 2 .
values for a test bed of 27 scenarios with 
A Stress Test in Regions of High Cost Disparity
Cases 26 and 27 indicate that our policy does not uniformly dominate alternative approaches. To examine these exceptions in detail, we conduct a stress test. For the purpose of identifying the weakness of our approach, we focus on the particular parameter region that is unfriendly to our policy, the region of high cost disparity. In scenario 1 of Table 2 , we vary b 1 from 4 to 46 while keeping the other parameters intact to increase the ratio of the unit inventory cost (c 1 /c 2 ) to an extreme degree. Figure 2 shows that SPR(0) initially outperforms LSP and the trend continues until c 1 /c 2 = 6, beyond which point LSP performs better. The results suggest that priority allocation is essential to achieve good performance, but SP-based base-stock levels become inadequate for cases of large cost disparity. This can be explained by noting that the secondstage SP resource solution idealizes the allocation outcome, and thus may underestimate the backlog costs and lead to a (too) low base-stock level of the common part. In most cases, such as the ones in the test bed and many cases in Figure 2 , it is better to have a simplistic characterization of priority allocation than to not reflect such benefit at all. Therefore, SPR(0) outperforms approaches that optimize base-stock levels by FIFO. However, when b 1 becomes extremely large, running out of the common part for product 1 becomes extremely costly, and SPR(0) pays a price for being too optimistic.
Reservation offers a partial remedy. By withholding a common part from the low-value product, reservation is consistent with the SP's assumption that the common part is always used to serve the high-value product first. Figure 2 shows the performance of SPR(K * ), our reservation heuristic described in §3.3.3. The scheme outperforms LSP in every case and demonstrates a dominant advantage over SPR(0) when the high-value product has a very large backlog cost (b 1 ), reducing the performance gap from above 15% to less than 10%. We find the heuristic also works well in many other cases. For example, in scenarios 26 and 27 of Table 2 , SPR K * is 6.8% and 7.5%, respectively. Nevertheless, additional stress tests reveal that our reservation heuristic becomes ineffective when there is (i) a high level of cost asymmetry (i.e., large c 1 /c 2 ), and (ii) a high composition of product 1 arrival (i.e., large 1 / 2 ). For instance, in scenario 1 of Table 2 , we change b 1 to 16 to make c 1 /c 2 large, and vary 1 / 2 from 1/9 to 9 while keeping 1 + 2 = 50. Figure 3 shows that when 1 2 , the performance of SPR(K * ) is rather poor because in these cases, ln = ln 1 / 1 + 2 in (49) gets close to 0, making the calculation of K * unstable and sensitive to the inaccuracy of M/M/1 assumption.
Alternatively, we can be more conservative in setting base-stock levels. LSP gives a pessimistic estimate of backlog cost because it assumes a common part can be committed to a low-value product and held back from high-value ones. To alleviate this "self-inflicted" shortage cost, the algorithm tends to set a (too) high base-stock level of the common part, in some cases to the extent that y 0 exceeds y 1 + y 2 , which is observed in scenarios 4, 8, 12, 18, and 25 of Table 2 . As an interesting experiment, we consider a new policy that we call hybrid, which sets base-stock levels at the middle point between the levels of SPR (0) and LSP (rounded up to the nearest integer) and allocates components according to the priority-based allocation rule PBC. The simulation results demonstrate that the hybrid policy performs remarkably well in both scenarios shown in Figures 2 and 3 .
To distinguish the effectiveness of reservation from that of a particular heuristic, we consider another reservation scheme SPR(K s ), where the reservation level K s is obtained from a local search (a computationally expensive procedure guaranteeing that K s is at least locally optimal). Figure 3 shows SPR(K s ) performs better than SPR(0), but the improvement is small in comparison with hybrid or LSP. Hence, we conclude that in cases where cost disparity is high and the arrival of the high-value product dominates the total traffic, setting base-stock levels conservatively helps more than developing a reservation scheme. On the other hand, we caution that the observed benefit of using the hybrid approach does not hold in all cases. The scheme does not achieve exact optimality as SPR(0) does in the aforementioned special cases and, as we show next, its performance as well as the performance of LSP falls behind that of either SPR(0) or SPR(K * ) as the lead time grows or the arrival rates increase.
Asymptotic Behavior
Our last experiment shows that the aforementioned weakness of our SP-based approach dissipates in the presence of a sufficiently long lead time or high demand arrivals. (Scaling up the arrival rate of a Poisson process with the lead time fixed is equivalent to scaling up the lead time with the arrival rate fixed.) We consider a scenario in Figure 3 with 1 / 2 = 7 5 where LSP outperforms both SPR(0) and SPR(K * ) initially. We scale up the arrival rate by a factor of 1.5 in each step and compare our inventory policy (with and without reservation heuristics) against FIFO-based approaches (LS, LSNC, LSP) in Figure 4 . The optimality gap of both SPR(0) and SPR(K * ) keep diminishing while those under FIFO-based approaches stabilize at strictly positive values. This implies that the FIFObased base-stock levels are not asymptotically optimal. Thus, although the hybrid policy performs very well, as the figure shows, its optimality gap also eventually surpasses that of SPR(0) and SPR(K * ). The findings demonstrate by existence that many good policies like LSP are not asymptotically optimal, and they motivate future efforts to prove that our SP-based policy has this desirable property.
Summary
Our numerical studies corroborate analytical results that the priority allocation policy dominates all myopic policies in Figure 4 .
vs. log 1 + 2 for a set of scenarios with h 1 = h 2 = 1, b 1 = 16, b 2 = 4, 1 / 2 = 7 5, L = 1 and 1 + 2 increases by a factor of 1.5 starting from 50. the W system. They also show that our entire inventory policy (including both allocation and replenishment) achieves the exact optimality in special cases while FIFO-based policies fail to do so. Our policy performs well within reasonable parameter regions. The performance degrades in cases of extreme cost disparity because the base-stock levels set by the SP model are too low in these cases. This weakness can be mitigated by our reservation heuristic when the arrival of high-value product demands does not dominate the total traffic. However, reservation is of secondary importance in comparison with setting base-stock levels. As we observe, choosing the middle point between those from the SP model and FIFO-based optimization results in better performance in these cases. On the other hand, our experiments illustrate that the advantage of hybrid base-stock levels disappears as the lead time grows or arrival rates increase. The optimality gap of our policy asymptotically approaches zero while those of other policies (considered in the study) stabilize at some positive levels.
Concluding Remarks
We conclude our paper with a relevant quotation from Song and Zipkin (2003):
As indicated above, little is known about the forms of optimal policies for multi-period models. The research to date mostly assumes particular policy types. It would be valuable to learn more about truly optimal policies. Even partial characterizations would be interesting. Also, better heuristic policy forms would be useful.
Our work is a step in this direction. We have introduced a new approach, based on stochastic programming, for solving ATO systems. We chose the W model, a simple and much-studied ATO model, as our initial example to both demonstrate and test our approach. Perhaps most significantly, we have identified a policy that is "truly optimal" for the W system with identical component lead times in two situations: when the balanced capacity condition holds and when both products have the same unit inventory costs. In those circumstances, the cost of our policy provably reaches the lower bound that applies to any feasible inventory policy, including those that do not subscribe to the commonly assumed base-stock replenishment policy. In other words, the dominance of our policy is not confined to any particular policy type. To the best of our knowledge, no such strong optimality result exists in the literature for multiproduct inventory systems, even for the restrictive cases that we consider.
For general W systems, our approach provides an approximate solution. Although the advantage of priority allocation is intuitively clear, the difficulty involved in analyzing the performance of an ATO inventory system under a priority allocation policy has presented a severe impediment to finding optimal base-stock levels to use in conjunction with such a policy. While our approach does not, in general, provide optimal base-stock levels, the base-stock levels it provides do reflect the priority allocation policy. To see the importance of this, consider, in particular, the comparison between LSP and SPR(0). Both schemes use the same priority-based allocation, but differ in base-stock levels. Our numerical study shows that in a majority of cases, especially in the asymptotic regime, SPR(0), which sets base-stock levels by our stochastic program, has a clear advantage over LSP, which does so by assuming FIFO with commitment. The result indicates that the benefit of priority-based allocation comes from not only implementing the policy itself, but also integrating the policy and reflecting its outcome in replenishment optimization.
As we mentioned, the lower bound is attained by our policy when c 1 = c 2 or y * 0 = y * 1 + y * 2 . In both of these cases the use of hindsight in allocation, which allows the common component to be taken from a previously assembled low-value product and used for a high-value product, provides no advantage. Thus, the true optimum coincides with the SP solution in these cases. Typically, however, allocation under a feasible policy differs from the hindsight optimum. Nevertheless, our priority scheme can make this gap small if the flow of common components arriving from the pipeline is sufficiently large to quickly clear the highvalue product backlog. This will be the case if demands of low-value products arrive sufficiently frequently so that the flow from the pipeline generated (one lead time later) by these demands is high enough to dominate the demand uncertainty of high-value products. This happens when 2 is sufficiently large relative to 1 . It also happens when the total demand over a lead time is large, so that the extra flow in a fixed fraction of the lead time, which is O 2 L , overwhelms the fluctuations of high-value product demand over that time, which is O 1 L . The gap should also be small when c 1 − c 2 is small. The simulation results support all of these assertions. It also seems intuitively clear that reserving the common component can sometimes help to reduce the gap. Interestingly, while our simulation results support this view, they also indicate that, with large total demand over a lead time, the use of reservation is of secondary importance to a good choice of base-stock levels.
Our analysis in this paper is limited to identical component lead times. Also, with the exception of the lowerbound result, we have focused on the W system. Obviously, the next steps involve extending our approach beyond these restrictions-challenging tasks that require substantial effort. Before discussing these extensions we mention that, under the assumption of equal component lead times, the W system is actually general enough to cover a larger set of two-product ATO systems. In particular, due to the equal component lead-time assumption, we can lump all components that are unique to product i i = 1 2, into a single component. (Take the holding cost of this "supercomponent" to be the sum of the holding costs of all of the original components.) If the common components are used in the same quantity by both products, then we can similarly lump them into a single common super-component.
This yields a W model. If some common components are used in different quantities by the two products, then the lumping to yield a single common super-component cannot be carried out. Many other papers that cover the W model, such as Gerchak et al. (1988) , Bernstein et al. (2007a, b) , , Song and Zhao (2008) , and Lu et al. (2008) , also exclude this case. We now outline several important issues to be addressed in extending our results:
• We were able to obtain a reasonably explicit, exactly computable solution to the SP for the W model because the second-stage recourse LP has an explicit solution, and the problem is of low dimension. Although explicit solutions to the recourse LP may be available for other simple ATO structures, it seems unlikely that problems with a general bill of material can be solved in the same manner in which we solved the W system. Thus, some other solution technique is needed. Sample Average Approximation (SAA), which is a sampling-based approach, is a conventional method for solving SPs. This approach has been used by Akcay and Xu (2004) to solve a two-stage SP associated with an ATO model where the objective is to maximize the reward of serving demands within a response time window, subject to a budget constraint on component base-stock levels. It thus seems clear that SAA is a promising approach for solving our SP as well. Although in principle the application of SAA is straightforward, it should be pointed out that, because it is a sampling-based method, convergence is slow. This was acknowledged by Akcay and Xu (2004) and has also been noted in the SP literature (see, e.g., Shapiro and Nemirovsky 2005) . An additional point is also worth making: SAA generates an estimate of the solution of the SP (along with a confidence interval) rather than an exact solution. Without an exact solution to the SP for the W model, we could not verify, with certainty, for example, when the capacity balance condition y * 0 = y * 1 + y * 2 holds. This motivates further effort on exact solutions for our SP.
• For the W system, we have developed the priority allocation policy to imitate the optimal solution of the secondstage SP recourse problem. Since the SP solution is a lower bound on the inventory cost, for other ATO systems with common lead times, the recourse solution should also be used as guidance for the development of allocation policies. However, for systems with more than two products and/or a more general structure, a static priority policy may not capture important implications of the optimal recourse solution. One may conceive of situations in which the solution recommends serving a combination of products instead of a single product that has a higher unit inventory cost (c) than individual products in the bundle. The recourse problem may also determine the quantity of a product to serve based on availability of parts that the product does not use or demands of other products that share no part with the said product. Moreover, when a high-value product consumes a large set of components, it may not be possible to follow the recourse solution effectively in a multiperiod system if parts are not withheld for that product before its demand has arrived. We found that the M system discussed in provides a perfect example that entails these issues. The system contains three products and two components (products 1 and 2 consume one unit of part 1 and 2, respectively, while the other product consumes one unit of both parts), and we are using it to explore other allocation approaches (Dogru et al. 2010) . Nevertheless, how to develop a unified allocation policy to closely match the recourse solution in a general ATO system remains an open and challenging problem.
• The two-stage SP is a result of assuming identical component lead times, and the first-stage solution is used quite naturally as base-stock levels in the corresponding multiperiod ATO system. Although it seems that we can accommodate nonidentical lead times by including more stages in the SP model, mapping this solution into a replenishment policy that is implementable in practice is an open problem. Complexities arise because in the SP solution, the optimal quantities of parts with short lead times should vary according to the observation of partially realized demand over the longer lead times, suggesting that a non base-stock policy should be followed in the corresponding multiperiod ATO system. This will surely give rise to a very different paradigm from the one in a majority of the literature where the base-stock policy is the cornerstone.
In summary, based on our study of the W system, we believe that the SP-based approach to ATO inventory systems is a promising one. An extension to more general cases requires us to address some fundamental problems of inventory management, hence leads to a very exciting future research agenda.
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